NOTICE

Effective Monday, April 13, 2020 the SCMUA will be temporarily implementing a paperless transaction procedure for all Commercial Haulers (Account Holders)

The process will work as follows

- All Commercial Haulers will still be required to complete an O&D form
- Our Weighmasters will read information off the haulers O&D form through the window and create a scale ticket
- (Account holders only) signatures on the scale ticket/weigh receipt have been temporarily suspended
- At the end of every business day, haulers must batch email the applicable O&D forms to the SCMUA (covid19odforms@scmua.org) for confirmation.

REMINDER- All O&D forms must be legible for this to work properly

This temporary measure is critical to reducing exposure of COVID-19.

Any questions please call 973-579-6998

Thank you for your cooperation!